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You will get to learn about non-

linear multi-track audio editing, 

mixing and mastering Audacity.

Course 
Overview

Audacity 
Course Skills

You will come to learn about all 

commands used in Audacity with its 

features and proper use.

 
You will be given knowledge about mixing 

and changing the output or quality of the 

song that decides where this song is going 

to be played.

 
Every command which is taught will have 

its explanation in detail that makes you 

answerable to all your questions and 

fewer doubts will occur.

 
 

Course Duration- 8
+ Hours

Course 
Features

Verifiable 
Certificates

Number of Courses

Technical
Excellence

Lifetime Access

1



Audacity is freely available music 

editing software which has easy 

learning tools included in it. This 

software is easily available on 

websites and anyone can download 

it from freeware websites. 

 
Audacity helps in mixing and editing 

different tracks simultaneously that 

gives a start towards a new 

composition. 

About 
Audacity 

Audacity
Course

This is a Bundle Course that includes 

complete in-depth Audacity Learning 

Courses combined into one Complete 

Course. 

 
This Bundle perfectly meets the requisite 

of the industry and gives you a better 

chance of being hired as a Audacity 

professional.



 
Section 1. Introduction

Audacity

Introduction   to Audacity

Plug-ins   and Libraries

 
Section 3. Recording

 
Record   with Audacity

Preferences   Recording

Recording   Small Script

Checking   Recorded Script

 
Section 2. User   Interface

 
Plug-ins   and Libraries

Understanding   the User 

Interface

Envelope   Tool

Draw   Tool

Recording   Preview

Play at   Speed

Project   Rate

Basic   Properties of Track

Level   Tracks

Waveform   DB

 
Section 4. Basic   VOX Editing

Basic   Voice Over Editing

How to   Edit Script

Sync   Lock Tracks

Remove   Special

Noise   Reduction

Use Edit   Tools

Label   Track

Changing   Quality of Voice

 
Section 5.  Multi   Track Editing

Creating   Music

Apply   Chain

Voice   Instrument and Percussion

Collapse   All Track

Collapse   All Track Continues

Working   with Loops and Tracks

Creating   Beats

Assembling   Music

Choice   of Clips

Looping   the Music

Balancing   Audio

Final   Mixing Music



 
Section 6. Audio   Effects

 

Audacity

Audio   Effects

Working   with Effects

Equalization   Preview

Change   Pitch and Speed

More on   Changing Pitch

Working   with Leveler

Change   Tempo

Audacity   Repair and Reverb

Sliding   Time Scale

Audacity   Normalize Effect

SC4   Effect Setting

Nyquist   - Clip Fix

Nyquist   - Crossfade Clips

 
Section 7. Export   and Conclusion

 
Audacity   - Export

Conclusion



Frequently 
Asked Questions

How this Tableau training 
makes tableau experts?Why Audacity and not other 

software?

 
First of all, Audacity is available at free of 

cost and the commands are user-friendly 

that makes your learning easier and fast.

 
All necessary information is taught to you by 

theoretically and practically the demos are 

given to you. If you grab all existing knowledge 

then definitely you are the master of Audacity.

 
Mixing multiple clips with audacity is pretty 

much easier and you can decide the length 

and bit rate of the track as per your choice.

Will I become a master after 
learning this Audacity course?

Is mixing multiple clips easier 
in Audacity?



Customer Reviews

“I found the Audacity course very informative 

and helpful since I work mainly on audio 

editing plans I will be able to use a lot of the 

techniques on these also. There is always 

‘more’ to learn so I will definitely be looking for 

another course to complete.
 

Mansi Chauhan

 
This course covered all the basics. It was 

wonderful! I’ve been doing Audacity for a while 

and I managed to get up to speed to know all 

the tools needed to start something. The 

examples itself spoke for themselves. I will 

definitely check out the advanced ones!

“
Bupendra
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